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More than one hundred years ago, Albert Einstein established his theory
on gravitation - General Relativity.

Great success: various tests, GPS, BH, astrophysics, cosmology, and very
recently GW

GR is highly nonlinear and hard to solve. Especially, for the black hole in
which the relativistic effect is significant, the dynamics becomes
complicated

I Perturbation theory

I Membrane paradigm

I BHs merge

I ...

Can we find a new way to study GR and BH?
Let’s look at the Yang-Mills theory
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Large N expansion in YM

Yang-Mills theory is a gauge theory based on non-Abelian group, say
SU(N). It is highly non-linear.

As is well-known, ’t Hooft proposed that
the theory could be simplified drastically in the N →∞ limit, while
keeping λ = g2

YMN finite.

I An important subject in QCD: “1/9 is not that bad”

I Large N YM as a string theory ’t Hooft, A.M. Polyakov ...

I AdS/CFT correspondenceJ. Maldacena, E. Witten,...
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Q: can we find something like large N limit in GR?

YES, the limit of large D
R. Emparan et.al. 2013, ...

S. Minwalla et.al. 2015, ...

The large D expansion is not very new. It has been applied to study
atomic physics, more than 37 years ago by E. Witten“The 1/N expansion in atomic and

particle physics”, (1980)
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BHs at large D

Let’s look at the Schwartzschild black hole in D-dim Einstein gravity

ds2 = −f (r)dt2 +
dr2

f (r)
+ r2dΩD−2,

where

f (r) = 1−
( r0
r

)D−3
.

In the Newtonian approx., the potential is

Φ(r) ∼
( r0
r

)D−3
,

and the gravity near the horizon is

~F |r0 = ∇Φ|r0 ∼ D/r0

The interaction is localized
r0
D
<< r0



Large D
In the large D, the black hole can be separated from the background

Far region:r >>
r0
D
⇒

( r0
r

)D−3
→ 0

Note that we don’t need to require r >> r0.

Near region:
( r0
r

)D−3
∼ O(1)⇔ r − r0 ≤ r0/D.



Near horizon geometry

Set r = r0(1 + R
D−3 ), and keep R fixed as D →∞, then

lim
D→∞

( r0
r

)D−3
= lim

D→∞
(1 +

R

D − 3
)−(D−3) = e−R ,

It’s now clear that the tail of the black hole only extends over a very
short distance

δr ∼ r0
D
.

Such a thin layer is referred as the “membrane” region.



Quasi-normal modes

In the expansion of large D, there are two kinds of quasi-normal modes,
at a fixed angular momentum.
Light modes:

I finite number, with frequencies of order 1/r0
I normalizable in the near zone

I decoupled from the far zone

I sensitive to the BH geometry beyond the leading order

I Capture the instabilities and hydrodynamics of membrane

Heavy modes:

I infinite number, with frequencies of order 1/δr ∼ D
r0

.

I non-renormalizable in the near zone

I universal spectrum: only depends on the BH radius

I Non-decoupling modes: featureless
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Nonlinear dynamics at large D

Light QNM describes the linearized collective dynamics of the black
holes. As we shown, the dynamics of BH is actually captured by a thin
shell, “membrane”. Then what’s the dynamics of this membrane in the
large D limit?

Approach 1: Solve the EOM in the near horizon region to obtain the
effective theory for the light modes. Emparan et.al.

Approach 2: Einstein equations in the large D expansion, similar to
fluid/gravity correspondenceS. Minwalla et.al.

Various issues: stability, black strings, black rings, membrane paradigm,
fluids...
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In this talk, I would like to introduce our works in this fascinating field:

I Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet Gravity at large D
BC, Zhong-ying Fan, Peng-cheng Li and Wei-cheng Ye,
“Quasinormal modes of Gauss-Bonnet black holes at large D,”
JHEP 1601, 085 (2016), 1511.08706

BC and Peng-cheng Li, “Static Gauss-Bonnet Black Holes at Large
D,” JHEP 1705, 025 (2017), 1703.06381

I Charged black rings at large D
BC, Peng-cheng Li, Zi-zhi Wang, “Charged Black Rings at large D,”
JHEP 1704, 167 (2017), 1702.00886

I EGB black strings at large D
BC, Peng-cheng Li and Cheng-yong Zhang, “Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet
Black Strings at Large D,” arXiv:1707.09766 [hep-th].(accepted by
JHEP)

and work in progress



EGB gravity at large D

Our goal is to study the EGB gravity at large D.

I =
1

16πGD

∫
dD√−g

(
R + α(RabcdR

abcd − 4RcdR
cd + R2)

)
,

where α is a parameter for the GB term.

Why EGB gravity?
The simplest gravity theory of higher derivatives: 2nd order EOM, w/o
ghost
It appears in the LEEA of string theory, considering α′-correctionB. Zwiebach

(1985)

It has been studied from various aspects of AdS/CFT: HEE, fluid/gravity
correspondence, η/s, AdS/CMT, ...

It’s definitely interesting to study the EGB gravity at large D.

I Better understanding of EGB gravity

I Better understanding of large D expansion
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QNM at large D

As the first step, we studied spherically symmetric EGB black holes at
large D.B.Chen et.al. 1511.08706

In the large D limit, the geometry of the Gauss-Bonnet black hole is
qualitatively similar to the one of the Schwarzschild case: the near
horizon region becomes very short and approach flat spacetime very
quickly.

Two kinds of QNMs: decoupled ones and non-decoupling ones

The large D expansion method is effective in the EGB gravity.
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Stability issue in EGB gravity

For the asym. flat EGB black hole, α positive

I unstable in 5D and 6D Dotti and Gleiser 2005

I stable in higher dimension (numerical study)Konoplya and Zhidenko 2008

I stable at large D for a small α or a large α: direct computation of
the QNM in the large D expansionB.Chen et.al. 1511.08706

For the EGB-dS black hole, due to the presence of a positive
cosmological constant, it is unstable for a large C.C. at D ≥ 5,
Λ-instability. Konoplya et.al. 1604.03604

For the EGB-AdS black hole, the study is limited: eikonal instabilityKonoplya

et.al. 1701.01652,1705.07732

Let’s investigate these cases in the large D gravity, from effective theory
point of view
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Effective theory at large D

To read the effective theory of the membrane, we have to integrate out
the heavy modes. This is similar in spirit to the fluid/gravity
correspondenceS. Minwalla et.al. 2007 and the blackfold approachEmparan et.al. 2009.

Strategy:

1. Making appropriate metric ansatz

2. The effective equations are obtained by integrating the Einstein
equations in the radial direction.

3. The LO solution of the effective equation includes several integration
“constants”, which could be determined by the NLO effective
equation and the embedding into the background such that the
exact solution could be reproduced

4. The stability and the evolution of the membrane can be studied
from the NLO effective equations of the perturbations, analytically
or numerically.
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Set up

To be generic, we consider the EGB gravity + Maxwell theory + C.C.

S = 1
16πG

∫
ddx
√
−g
(
LGB − (D−1)(D−2)

L2 − 1
4FµνF

µν

)
,

and focus on the spherically symmetric and static solution in the theory

ds2 = −f (r)dt2 + dr2

f (r) + r2dΩ2
n+2,

Aµdx
µ =

Qe

(D − 3)rD−3
dt.

In order to discuss the large D expansion, we introduce an expansion
parameters

n ≡ D − 3, R =
( r
r0

)n
, Q̃ =

Qe

rn+
√

2n(n + 1)

and
α̃ = α(D − 3)(D − 4).



Step 1: Metric ansatz

First of all, for the spherically symmetric metric solution we can make the
metric ansatz in terms of the ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates
as

ds2 = −Adv2 + 2(uvdv + uzdz)dr − 2Czdvdz + r2Gdz2 + r2H2dΩ2
n,

where z is the inhomogeneous coordinate and can be interpreted as one
of the coordinates of dΩ2

n+1.
The gauge filed ansatz is

Aµdx
µ = Avdv + Azdz .

The functions in the metric and gauge fields generally depend on
(v ,R, z) except that G and H depend only on z because at the
asymptotic infinity ∂v is a Killing vector.
In order to do the 1/n expansion properly we need to specify the large n
behaviors of these functions

A, uv , Av = O(1), uz , Cz , Az = O(1/n), G = 1 +O(1/n).



Step 2: Leading order
At the leading order, since ∂r = O(n), ∂v = O(1) and ∂z = O(1) the
equations of motion only contain R-derivative so they can be solved by
performing R integrations.

A = A2
0 +

u2v
L2

+
u2v
2α̃

(
1−

√
1 +

4α̃

L2
+

4α̃m

Ru2v
− 4α̃q2

R2u2v

)
,

Av =

√
2q

R
, Az = −1

n

√
2pz q

mR
, uv =

A0√
1−H′(z)2

H(z)2 −
1
L2

, G = 1+O(n−2),

Cz =
1

n

pz
m

(−A + A2
0),

The integration functions m, q, pz in the solutions are the functions of
(v , z).
m(v , z): the mass density

q(v , z): the charge density

pz(v , z): a momentum density along z direction

A0: a constant



Step 3: Next-to-leading order

At the next-to-leading order, we could obtain the equations for m(v , z),
q(v , z) and pz(v , z). They can be taken as the effective equations for the
black holes.

Static solution: m(v , z) = m(z), q(v , z) = q(z) and pz(v , z) = pz(z)

pz(z) =
uv
A2
0

m′(z), q(z) = Km(z),

where K is a constant. Setting m(z) = eP(z), we have the equation for
P(z)

P ′′(z)

+

[
A2
0H(z)

L2u2
vH

′(z)
2u2

v (A
2
0L

2+u2
v )(L

2+α̃)S++2L2(A2
0L

2+u2
v )α̃

2A2
0u

2
v (L

2+4α̃)S+−L2u2
v+2(A2

0L
2−u2

v )α̃
− 1

H(z)H′(z)

]
P ′(z) = 0,

where S+ is a constant.



Charged dS-EGB black hole

There are two functions H(z) and A0 in the equations, which are
undetermined. These two functions are given through an embedding of
the leading order solution into a background spacetime.

H(z) = sinz , A0 =

√
1− 1

L2
.

The de Sitter charged EGB black hole is given by a static solution

pz(v , z) = 0, q(v , z) = Q, m(v , z) = 1− 1

L2
+ α̃ + Q2.

K =
Q

1− 1
L2 + α̃ + Q2

.



Step 4: Perturbations

Now consider the perturbations around the static solution with the ansatz

m(v , z) = (1− 1

L2
+α̃+Q2)(1+εe−iωvFm(z)), q(v , z) = Q(1+εe−iωvFq(z)),

and
pz(v , z) = εe−iωvFz(z).

Outgoing B.C. Asym.: satisfied from the construction
Ingoing B.C. at horizon: ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates
Putting the perturbation ansatz into the (NLO) effective equations to
read the QNM.

QNM for the charge perturbation

ωc = −i`,

so the charge perturbation is stable, the same as the case without a
Gauss-Bonnet term.
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Scalar-type Grv. mode

For the scalar-type gravitational perturbation we obtain the quasinormal
mode condition as

2(`+L2(ω2−`+iω`))(1+Q
2
+α)

L2
+ 1

L4+2L2(L2−1)α

(
8i(ω + i`)(−1 + `)α(−1 + Q

2
+ α)

+2iL4(ω + i`)
(
− 2− 4α(1 + Q

2
+ α) + `(1 + α+ 2α2 + Q(−1 + 2Q))

)
+4L2(−iω + `)α(−`+ Q

2
(−4 + 3`)− 4α+ 3`α)

)
= 0.

where

Q =
Q

A0
, α =

α̃

A2
0

. (2.1)

The solution is of the form

ω± = −iωi ±
√
W

where ωi is a positive real number.



Necessary condition for instability

When W < 0, the frequency of the quasinormal mode becomes purely
imaginary, and especially ω+ = i(

√
−W − ωi ) may have a positive

imaginary part, suggesting the black hole is unstable. The necessary
condition that ω+ has a positive imaginary part is

2
(

3 + Q
2
(2`− 1)) + 2`(α− 1)− α

)
α

+L4(`− 1)
(

1 + α + 2α2 + Q
2
(2α− 1)

)
−L2

(
1 + Q

2
(1− 4α + 6`α) + α(5− 4α + `(6α− 2)α

)
< 0.



Asy. flat EGB black hole: α > 0

L→∞

The necessary condition for instability becomes

(`− 1)
(

1 + α + 2α2 + Q
2
(2α− 1)

)
< 0,

which can never be satisfied.

This suggests that the asymptotically flat charged Gauss-Bonnet black
hole at large D is always stable under the scalar-type gravitational
perturbation. This is consistent with the numerical study and direct
computation in the large D expansion.B.Chen et.al. 1511.08706



dS-EGB black hole: α > 0
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Figure: The unstable regions of the dS-EGB black hole. The left panel shows
the unstable region in (L, α, `) space. Note that ` = 2, 3, ..., here for simplicity
we take ` to be continuous in this plot. The right panel shows the unstable
region with ` = 2 in light yellow.
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Figure: The unstable regions of the charged dS-EGB black hole. The left panel
shows the unstable region in (L,Q, `) space. The right panel shows the
unstable region with ` = 2 in light yellow.
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Figure: The unstable region of the charged dS-EGB black hole with ` = 2. The
left panel shows the unstable region in (L, α) plane, where the light blue region
corresponds to Q = 0 and the light blue region plus the light orange region
correspond to Q = 0.5. The right panel shows the unstable region in (L,Q)
plane, where the yellow region plus the orange region correspond to α = 0 and
the red region plus the orange region correspond to α = 0.5.



Charged AdS-EGB BH: α > 0

The above analysis can be easily applied to the AdS case by replacing
L→ iL.

The charged AdS-EGB black hole is always stable at large D.

Eikonal instability: at large angular momentum l >> 1. Such instability
is overshadowed by the large D expansion.
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Conclusions

The effective equation is very powerful to study the instability of the EGB
BH in the near horizon region at large D. If the GB term is positive,

I Asym. flat one is always stable

I AdS-EGB BH is stable

I dS-EGB BH could be unstable if C.C is large enough

If the GB term is negative, the stability of the black hole is slightly more
complex. The presence of such a negative term would make the black
holes unstable. It turns out that the EGB black hole could be unstable no
matter the spacetime is asymptotically flat or (A)dS.
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Discussion

In the framework of large D gravity, we have learned:

The dynamics of GR and EGB gravity theory could be simplified
significantly. This may help us to

I study the stabilities of existing solutions (this talk)

I find new solutions and study their properties



In the framework of large D gravity, one can also study the black holes
with angular momentum and charge, as well as other (charged) black
objects, including black string and black ring. T. Tanabe, 1510.02200,1605.08116, BC et.al.

1702.00886.

I Different metric ansatz

I Different embedding

I The linear instability can be studied from the NLO effective
equation: Gregory-Laflamme instability?

I Nonlinear evolution

Black strings in EGB gravity BC et.al. 1707.09766

Black rings in EGB gravity?work in progress

Membrane paradigm in EGB gravity, ...
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Thanks for your attention!
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